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Which companies can increase their PBR to more than 1?

Many managers feel frustrated if their companies’ stocks are trading at less than 1 time per

share book value. They cannot understand why companies with good management power

and proper accounting procedures are priced at a level below their liquidating values, trying

to maintain their price-to-book-value ratios (PBRs) at more than 1. For example, Sojitz, a

general trading company, set a quantitative PBR target at ‘more than 1’, included it in its

medium-term management plan (MMP) and announced a shareholder return policy that

guarantees a dividend yield of 4% if its PBR falls below 1.

While most domestic companies make great efforts in business expansion with due

consideration for shareholders’ returns, their PBRs can hardly exceed 1 unfortunately. In

particular, it is difficult for cyclical stocks whose earnings tend to fluctuate wildly to do so.

However, general trading company “A” could pull up its PBR to over 1 through three unique

Investor Relation (IR) measures. Specifically, company A not only achieved growth in

earnings but repeatedly released plans to buy back their shares when their PBRs fell below

1, enhanced enthusiasm among managers to outperform stock prices of their peers every

fiscal year (FY) and promised to revise its MMP if it earned a bad reputation.
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Source: Bloomberg, taken May 2022.

Note: The PBR has been over 1 for most of the time since 2017.

Firstly, company A announced share buyback plans one after another when its PBR fell

below 1 and cited the low PBR of its stocks and ample cash holdings as backgrounds of

share buybacks when asked at the earnings result briefing sessions, adding that it also

wanted to improve its capital efficiency. I speculate that it set the upper limit price of

buybacks at a level close to its book value per share and suspended the activity when its

PBR exceeded 1 while allocating the unused portion of its program when it fell below 1. In

any case, these announcements heightened hopes among investors that it would…
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…repurchase its shares when its PBR fell below 1, prompting long-only investors to buy

while making hedge funds think twice about selling them short. Company A had set its

payout ratio at a low level in advance to secure funds for share buybacks.

Secondly, company A’s managers were committed to let its stock price outperform those of

its peers. The management team showed its willingness to beat its peers every FY by

presenting a comparison of stock prices with them at small investor meetings. Its stock

price actually outperformed those of its peers. Since many investors are required to achieve

decent investment returns every FY, they thought the stock would make them feel safe,

propping up its stock price.

Thirdly, the company updated its MMP, charted a policy to focus on important indicators in

markets such as earnings per share (EPS) and return on share (ROE) and revised its way

to return cash to its shareholders in October after finding out that its MMP released in May

was not well received. Market participants were taken aback at the update of its MMP as

the news was released regardless of the accounting settlement, enhancing its reputation as

a result.

Company A is just an example. If managers engage in investor relations (IR) and allocate

their capital with due consideration for investors, PBRs of their stocks should be able to

exceed 1 even in industries where PBRs are normally hovering below 1.

It is noteworthy that company A’s price-earnings ratio (PER) remains low. It might be more

difficult for listed companies to pull their PERs out of their 10-year average ranges than

lifting their PBRs to over 1. If PERs stay unchanged, EPS growth rates have to outpace

those of industry peers to outperform them in the long-term. I believe company A could

push up its PBR to over 1 as the earnings growth led by its CEO meshed properly with

efforts by its IR department to improve the PBR.

Notes: Some statements contained in this material concerning goals, strategies, outlook or other non-historical

matters may be forward-looking statements and are based on current indicators and expectations. These

forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made, and the Company undertakes no

obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are subject to

risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in the statements.

The Company and/or its affiliates may or may not have a position in any financial instrument mentioned and

may or may not be actively trading in any such securities. The organisations and/or financial instruments

mentioned are for reference purposes only. The content of this material should not be construed as a

recommendation for their purchase or sale. Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes only.
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